Abstract-A new approach is presented in this paper for expending a rational fraction which is ratio of polynomials to linear combination of simpler terms of the same type. It is very useful to determine analytic solutions of linear time-invariant systems with higher-order multiple poles. Compared to traditional method, this approach is simple and efficient for both manual computation and computer programming calculation. One example is given to illustrate the approach.
INTRODUCTION
In the study of signals and systems, Laplace transform is of great value to determine the responses of Linear TimeInvariant (LTI) systems. In order to take inverting Laplace transform, LTI systems describled by linear constantcoefficient differential and difference equations which is rational fraction need be expanded into simple partial fraction first, then determine analytic solutions by inspecting typical Laplace inverting transform table. In traditional method, the coefficients of partial fraction usually obtained by differentiating for systems with multiple poles. With higherorder poles, the coefficients are more difficult to obtain. Although it needn't differentiate with numerical method, analytic solutions always can hardly obtained.
One approach, named peel-off algorithm by author, is presented in this paper to simplify partial-fraction expansion for LTI system with multiple higher-order poles. It is of great efficiency for manual computation or computer programming computation.
II. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE
Suppose continuous-time system function F(s) is a polynomial rational fraction. In order to take Laplace inverting transform, rational fraction need be expanded into partial fraction. The standard form of F (s) is In order to expand proper fraction function F(s) into a sum of partial fractions, as the first step, the poles of F(s) should be obtained, that is, the roots of ( ) 0
, and the multiple order of k s is integer k p , so system function F(s) can be rewritten as
The problem is to determine the constants kl K .For singleorder pole, its coefficient is obtained as
For multiple-order poles, the coefficient of highest-order term
and the lower-order coefficients ( 1 1) kl k K l p ≤ ≤ − of multiple poles, normally need to be obtained through differentiating method as
and differentiating needs to repeat many times if the system with multiple higher-order poles [1, 2, 3] . When F(s) is very complex, the coefficients are more difficult to calculate. Althrough differentiating can also be calculated by matrix method which is also direct and convenient for computer calculation [4] ,but is not convenient for manual calculation.
A useful approach for rational fraction expansion is persented in this paper. The basic idea of the approach is illustrated as follows: 1) As the first step, the coefficient of highest-order term of multiple poles and single-order pole are obtained by eq. (4) and (5), respectively.
2) The second step, separating the corresponding term 
3) The third step, take 1 ( ) F s as F(s), repeat step 2), until all of the coefficients of related terms are obtained.
4) The coefficients of the last term of multiple-order pole needn't calculate as step 2). since 1 ( ) F s can be described as 
l > are also exist, althrough the expression form is complex.
The method for complex polynomials is the same as for multiple roots. When some coefficients of the two conjugate complex roots, the remaining coefficients can be obtained though conjugating ralationship of corresponding terms.
In step of expanding rational proper fraction as partialfraction expansion, the prior process for peeled-off is real simple root, complex simple root, real multiple roots, complex multiple roots, then the last one is highest-order multiple roots. So the coefficients highest-order multiple roots can by calculated by eq. (9). ( ) 1 ( 1) 1 1
III. EXAMPLE
( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
From the example above, it is clear to see that the peeledoff approach of expanding rational fraction to partial fraction has such advantages as follows:
1) It is simple for manual computation and computer programming calculations.
2) For computer programming, it is easy to obtain analytic solutions of system without using software symbolic algebra. . Because Laplace transform is widely used in the analysis of linear systems, the approach can widen range of manual computation, and also improve calculation efficiency.
